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Abstract— The objectives of this research work is to identify 

relevant attribute from socio-demographic, academic and 

institutional data of first year students from undergraduate at 

the university and in the form of a model machine learning 

tool that automatically determines whether the student can 

continue his study or use the classification method based on 

the  Decision tree. For powerful decision making tool 

different parameter are need to be considered such as socio-

demographic data, parental attitude and institutional factors. 

The generated knowledge will be quite useful for tutor and 

management of university to develop policies and strategies 

related to increase the enrolment rate in university and take 

precautions and advice and reduce student drop. It can also 

use to find the reasons and relevant factors that affect the 

dropout students.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The earlier prediction of dropout student is challenging task 

in the higher education. Data analysis is one way to scale 

down the rate of dropout students and increase the enrolment 

rate of students in the university. It is fact that student dropout 

quite often in the first year of graduation. Dropout in 

residential university is caused by academic, family and 

personal reasons, campus environment and infrastructure of 

university and varies depending on the educational system 

adopted by the university. Thus, this study is quite useful for 

better planning and implementation of education program and 

infrastructure to increase the enrolment rate of students in 

particular courses provided by the university. The main aim 

of this paper is to design a classification model using decision 

tree induction algorithm and classifier rules to predict 

whether student will graduate or not using the historic data. 

In this paper, ID3 decision tree algorithm is used to design a 

conceptual model. Information like age, parent’s 

qualification, parent’s occupation, academic record, attitude 

towards university was accumulated from the student’s 

residing in university campus, to predict list of students who 

need special attention. Information Mining is one of the 

quickest creating fields because of the fundamental 

requesting for guaranteed estimation of good measured scale 

databases which might be according to the improvement of 

realities progression. Information mining can remove 

gigantic educational collections into new acing Classification 

is a strategy for finding plans that resolve or separate the 

thought or style of estimations, with the thing of being 

equipped for check the brilliance of a bit of composing whose 

grandness is darkish. 

There is more than one strategy inside the demand, 

to be specific choice tree, neural machine, unforgiving set 

thought, Bayesian theory and agreeable reason .The Decision 

Tree ID3 estimation is one of the amazingly great checks 

associated for information depiction that has numerical and 

evident houses. Research on Decision Tree ID3 had been 

polished to pick customers' achievement, with the behind 

calendar outcomes of research that there was accuracy by 

utilizing 91%, with a precision respect on the upbeat want 

through 90 .21% and the precision respect at the happy figure 

by methods for using 90.91%. Class evaluation for happy 

through ninety seven, seventy one% and class examine for 

upset with the guide of 75%. Another test is the use of 

Decision Tree ID3 for the craving for the board customers of 

a smaller supervisor in an occasion dependent on various 

markers, atmosphere, separate with perceive to the occasion 

region, and what is more noteworthy whether the undertaking 

buyer is consolidated postpaid customers or never again. 

II. RELATIVE STUDY 

A. Data Mining Algorithms to Classify Students: 

In this paper we compare the different data mining techniques 

and their based on their respective courses. We've developed 

a special mining tool for easy and instructors. We have used 

real data from seven Model courses with Cordoba University 

students. We also applied discretization and rebalance 

preprocessing techniques on the original numerical data in 

order to check if better classifier models are obtained. Finally, 

we claim that a classifier model is appropriate for educational 

use has both accurate and comprehensible for instructors in 

order to make use of decision making. 

B. Application of Algorithm C4.5 on Dropout Student 

Classification Program National Mathematics Seminar: 

Data Mining is the process of extracting data from large 

databases to find important and useful information. 

Classification is one of the existing techniques in data mining. 

The method used was Decision Tree (Tree Decision) and 

algorithm used was algorithm C4.5. The  

Decision Tree is a method that turns fact into a 

decision tree that represents understandable rules. Decision 

Tree is useful for exploring data, as well as finding hidden 

relationships between a number of input and target variables. 

From the Decision Tree built, rules of a case would be 

obtained. Software used was Rapid Miner. The purpose of 

this study was to classify student data at University of 

Pembangunan Ponca Budi and to know the factors of students 

who experienced dropout. The attributes used consisted of 

School Origin, Student's Age, Parents' Occupation, Parents' 

Revenue, and GPA. To avoid over-branching, then the 

Revenue, Age, and GPA attributes were grouped. The most 

influential attribute of the dropout student was the Origin of 

the School. 

C. Data Training about Hypertension To Be Forms of 

Decision Tree With Classification Techniques Using Rapid 

Miner Tools: 

Decision tree methodology is a commonly used data mining 

method for establishing classification systems based on 
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multiple covariates or for developing prediction algorithms 

for a target variable. This method classifies a population into 

branch-like segments that construct an inverted tree with a 

root node, internal nodes, and leaf nodes. The algorithm is 

non-parametric and can efficiently deal with large, 

complicated datasets without imposing a complicated 

parametric structure. When the sample size is large enough, 

study data can be divided into training and validation 

datasets. Using the training dataset to build a decision tree 

model and a validation dataset to decide on the appropriate 

tree size needed to achieve the optimal final model.  

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The technique of Decision tree changes a monstrous fact 

directly into a craving tree that addresses a similar old. The 

inspiration driving this test is to hinder down understudies' 

actualities removed with certainties mining decision tree ID3 

so new discovering that could comprehend the components 

of dropout understudies can be obtained. In 2011 Mosonyi et 

al proposed the Quantum Renyi Relative condition and 

relative problem framework. The Shannon entropy is delicate 

to hullabaloo researches and does now not spotlight 

marvellously in genuine portrayals programs. So exchange 

degrees of capacity decent known as the Rank now not 

strange data. Proposed the rank entropy based absolutely 

tendency tree for monotonic gathering. They pursue rank 

shared substances which joined with the Shannon entropy. 

Creator uncovers that on the off risk that the teaching 

investigate incorporates monotonically, execution stays 

awesome with closeness of uproarious data. 

IV. ALGORITHM 

A. ID3 Algorithm: 

The ID3 calculation starts with the primary set as the 

foundation hub. On every emphasis of the calculation, it 

repeats thru each unused function of the set and discern 

entropy (or statistics advantage) of that assets. It at that factor 

chooses the trait which has the littlest entropy (or largest 

information gain) esteem. The set is then element or parceled 

by way of the selected ascribe to deliver subsets of the 

records. (For example, a hub can be element into youngster 

hubs dependent on the subsets of the population whose a long 

time are below 50, somewhere in the range of fifty and 100, 

and extra noteworthy than 100.)  

The calculation keeps on repeating on every subset, 

thinking about just properties never selected. Every element 

inside the subset has a place with a comparable class; in 

which case the hub is converted into a leaf hub and marked 

with the elegance of the precedents.  There are no greater 

ascribes to be selected; however the precedents still do not 

have a place with a comparable elegance. For this case, the 

hub is made a leaf hub and marked with the maximum 

extensively identified magnificence of the precedents in the 

subset.  There are not any precedents inside the subset, which 

occurs when no model inside the parent set turned into 

located to coordinate an express estimation of the selected 

nice. A version can be the nonattendance of a person among 

the populace with age greater than one hundred years. 

 

 At that point a leaf hub is made and named with the 

maximum well-known magnificence of the fashions inside 

the discern hub's set.  All via the calculation, the choice tree 

is built with each non-terminal hub (indoors hub) speak me to 

the chose characteristic on which the statistics changed into 

element, and terminal hubs (leaf hubs) speaking to the 

elegance call of the final subset of this department. The 

entropy of every trait of the informational collection Partition 

the set into subsets utilizing the function for which the 

subsequent entropy within the wake of part is limited; or, 

proportionately. 

facts advantage is most excessive   

1) Make a choice tree hub containing those belongings. 

2) Recur on subsets utilizing final properties. 

V. RESULTS 

A. Home Page 

 

 

B.  Upload dataset 
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C. Data preprocessing --Eliminate all the null values in data 

set 

 

D. Classification 

 

E. Selected Constraint 

 
 

 

 

 

F. Accuracy Calculate 

 

G. View Graph 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In other word, student will dropout whose residence is urban, 

having some stress, who belong to joint family background, 

taken bio or arts as a stream in higher secondary, who are not 

satisfied with course, applied for other institute also, whose 

goal was changed, who doesn’t like the infrastructure of 

university and having some negative attitude towards 

university, who does not participated in any curricular 

activity, who have adjustment problem in hostel and having 

some problem in family. Result indicates that ID3 decision 

tree algorithm is best classifier with 98% accuracy. This study 

will also work to identify those students which needed special 

attention to reduce drop-out rate. The generated knowledge 

will be quite useful for management of university to develop 

policies and strategies for better planning and implementation 

of educational program and infrastructure under measurable 

condition to increase the enrolment rate in University and to 

take effective decision to reduce student dropout Future work 

is to study on large database of dropout student at the 

University using other data mining technique such as logistic 

regression, association and clustering in order to determine 

similarities and relationship between multiple factors of 

student who dropout. 
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